Construction Update

- Contractors doing well
- Blasting contractor also doing well
  - Looking as expected so far
- Utility pole with networking pole on softball field is unexpected and will result in a change order
- When exact schedule for blasting it will be shared with school administrators
- Good shape with construction
- Dugas bought all loam at $5.00/yard and is delivering sand
- Towns did not take any loam because of trucking costs

Contractor Change Request to Retaining Wall

- No cost change
- Retaining wall from large block to smaller block system
- Easier for construction (lighter and does not need heavy equipment)
- Cost is the same
- Structurally they are the same
- Questions about how this would impact the potential for artwork on the wall
- Color will be decided by art teachers
- Motion to move to small blocks passes

Pathway for Morse Street School

- Waiting on town to give us process for making changes to path

Bleachers

- A couple of prices
- Time is running short for a system to be installed by September
- Angle vs Beam system
- Angle frame needs concrete underneath
  - No storage
  - Concrete underneath
  - $200,000 w/o concrete pad
  - Contractor can put in pad
  - Will give us flexibility
  - Might be around $10,000 for pad
  - Full system with press box
  - Will not be complete by September

- Firm up pricing on pad and the angle frame system

New Change Order Item

- Softball dugouts
  - Existing ones cannot be reused
  - Need to stay in line with baseball re Title IX
  - Need to explore costs for new dugouts
    - Wood frame
    - There is a prepped area
  - Could be about $20,000 - $30,000
    - Will get firmer prices
Storage Building
- Still working on prices
- RFP rolling out and will add softball dugouts

Turf
- Brock pad
  - Been authorized by school board
  - In base contract with RAD? Need to double check

Logos
- Have to chose logos that go into the turf
- Discussion about white or black outline on the letter “F”
- Will have a rendering with the different “Fs”
- Look at them at the next meeting

Update on Town Council
- 6/6 at 6:30 will have public hearing
  - On the 7th will notify RAD about the lights
  - Need a full 6 weeks to manufacture the lights
  - Tight window
  - Speakers in support would be helpful
- Need to change some of the pathway lights to stay in compliance with the ordinance

Security Cameras
- Do we want to put some into the project?
- Dennis will check on this
- On press box and storage shed?

New Items
- Scoreboard base alternate
  - Need to discuss where we are with scoreboard
  - RFP will be sent out through RSU5

New entry plaza
- Has morphed into a semicircular plaza with granite wall and granite pillars
- Will go to tri town board on Wednesday night

Portable building
- Would like to clean it up
- Needs some shrubbery/paint